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ABSTRACT

Our objectives involve the development of correct by design models and operational solutions to discover, compose and manage, by automated procedures, the properties of adaptability essential for autonomous reconfiguration. These properties are critical for highly dynamic complex systems such as massive data collection, transport and processing systems, and associated IoT applications. This research direction is of interest for many applications that, on the one hand, have strong reconfiguration requirements to manage mobility, ubiquity, adaptation and self-healing, which are essential for autonomy, and that, on the other hand, are subject to non-functional constraints of quality of service, robustness and reliability. We propose, here, to develop multi-level reconfiguration solutions (VM clusters, application containers, message partitions), in order to manage simultaneously and consistently the adaptation in the different architectural levels. This is necessary for service continuity and end-to-end quality we implemented by coordinating the adaptation actions to satisfy the evolving of the context.

CCS Concepts

• Computer systems organization → n-tier architectures; • Software and its engineering → Software design engineering; • Networks → Cloud computing;
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1. INTRODUCTION

*CNRS Research Director.

In recent years, the evolution of communication systems, accelerated by the Internet and its technologies, and the evolution of software and middleware technologies have resulted in the emergence of new distributed applications and have led to a new network landscape (Fig. 1). Applications are multi-media, multi-user, multi-component, and cooperatives. Networks have evolved into wireless communications, particularly ad-hoc. The types of devices and access points are now multiple and the services offered by the operators are generalized. Software and middleware technologies have evolved into service-oriented architectures.

Figure 1: The new context of communication systems

The services and associated applications are now composed, deployed, and dynamically adapted. This composition includes the discovery and coordination of components, services and resources at the middleware and network levels. Components, implemented as microservices, services or software components, and the elements of the underlying network are brought to cooperate, horizontally and vertically, in a coordinated way to manage (i.e. monitor, analyze, repair) the quality of service required by applications and their users (human or artificial). Support for ubiquity and mobility, cooperation and group communication is one of the horizons of these advances. Actors can be artificial (robots, machines) or human (doctors, engineers, administrators, etc.) [2].

Within this horizon, our contributions have a double context (Fig. 2):

• an extended application context, mobile and scalable
by its applications and use cases: cooperative applications mobile embedded and ubiquitous; use of different types of terminals and access points, cooperation spontaneous, and QoS requirements that are different from one case of application and use to another, ...

- a heterogeneous, open and variable-resource communication context, bringing together software with complex architectures, with no control on the number of participants in the cooperation activities supported. The resources correspond to servers and routers as well as the bandwidth of interconnection links.

Within this objective, and with regard to the architectural components, our effort focuses on the development of procedural correct rules for the dynamic reconfiguration of multilevel microservice-based software architectures.

2. THE COOPERATIVE CONTEXT

From a modeling point of view, the different instances of a dynamic architecture describe both the different local compositions of a composite service and the different deployment configurations of a complex service interconnection. Taking into account the multi-level factor in an architecture makes it possible to manage the end-to-end consistency between the different communication levels composing this architecture, and between the different nodes supporting its deployment. When adaptation affects transport level communication protocols, the deployment nodes correspond to the host machines and terminals. When it acts on the protocols of the lower levels of communication, a management of the configurations of the intermediary routers is necessary. When the adaptation acts on the clusters, the deployment nodes correspond to virtual machines. When it acts on services, a scale-up scale-down action of application-level clusters is necessary to manage the load increase/decrease. From an operational point of view, reconfiguration solutions work by adapting coordinated architectural transformations between the different communication levels of an architecture, and between the different nodes supporting its deployment.

This makes it possible to respond in a reactive or predictive way to changes in the functional requirements (e.g. the objectives of the mission of mobile cooperative robots) on the one hand, and to variations in the non-functional constraints related to quality of service and reliability (Fig. 2). Our approach constitutes an important step towards the automation of adaptive interactive distributed services necessary for autonomous cooperative communication. It deals, on the one hand, with the definition of compositional design methods supporting refinement and based on formal operational models for process automation engineering of complex or composite service architectures (SOA and SCA models). On the other hand, it deals with the design and implementation of software environments supporting dynamically reconfigurable architectural deployments.

Our approach and its applications cover different fields of technology and different fields of activities that can greatly influence the deployment and use of networks, and the software that uses and exploits them. The cooperative context of applications is both a feasibility hypothesis for solutions for the management of reconfiguration and QoS, and a source of complexity related to the associated high degree of dynamism and interaction. The cooperative context involves group communications or individual communications but also collective interest in resources sharing that influences the provisioning of the QoS [6]. This is in contrast to individual QoS requirements in any Internet-like context (as a global network and not as than a technology).

Figure 2: Multi-component layered architectures

The problem of maintaining quality of service is an important issue because it guarantees the usability of services. It is also difficult because it must have an end-to-end management without discontinuity, on the one hand at the different interaction levels of the distributed communication system, support for cooperation, and on the other hand during the various phases of the provisioning of a service (description, discovery, deployment and management). The problem of autonomy is the main challenge we address through dynamic reconfiguration. We have implemented different proofs of concepts as part of our research work in this domain mainly for the upper levels of communication. The challenge here is to generalize and extend this work to different levels of communication. Mastering the complexity of reconfiguration solutions is a challenge that we address by the formal compositional design and the multi-scale modeling [8]. Scaling up is another challenge that is best addressed by the rule-oriented characterization and the multi-scale modeling approach in general and our technique of management of dynamic architectures by of graph grammars, more particularly [7]. The policies we can implement do not require the enumeration of different architectural configurations and can be applied on abstract or refined models.

3. THE APPROACH

On the one hand, the approach explored is based on the adaptation of the communication and the cooperation protocols to network constraints and application requirements. On the other hand, it is based on the reconfiguration of system (e.g. microservice composition) at the different levels of the deployment architecture. The transformation of structures according to a semantics of graph grammars [7] is the technique underlying the management of dynamic architectures in our approach. For example, reconfiguration makes it possible to adapt the composition and distribution of components, services, microservices or partitions to network constraints, or to adapt communication channels to user mobility and changes in cooperation groups or shared spaces, or to changes in the priorities associated with the data exchanged.

Handling reconfiguration raises, at the same time, prob-
lems relating to constraints and structural requirements (architectures: compositions, replications and distribution, and topologies), and problems related to constraints and requirements (functions and protocols). The associated methods cover both description and monitoring of quality of service parameters, and techniques for designing and managing cooperative communications. We investigate two main research directions that cover self-adaptability through configurable protocols, dynamic architectures, and associated coordination policies.

The first direction, named *Dynamic architectures and self-configurable protocols*, addresses the following three axis:

- the development of dynamically reconfigurable communication protocols to provide the best QoS that is, on the one hand, compatible with the nature of the exchanged information and the relative priorities of the messages and the actors, and on the other hand with the performance of the network and the collective objective of cooperation;
- the development of dynamically reconfigurable cooperation protocols for the management of spontaneous or predefined cooperative sessions. This includes the dynamic discovery of partners and services in distributed architectures (web services, microservices), session management and data sharing;
- the design of dynamic architectures both within a given protocol layer and between several layers, either locally or in a distributed way.

The second direction addresses *Coordination policies for reconfiguration*. It focuses on the development of adaptability policies for layers communication and cooperation, according to a model-oriented coordination approach. These policies are guided by the application requirements and the constraints of the network, and act on the one hand on the (re-)configuration of protocols, and on the transformation of architectures (dynamic deployment of components and / or microservice-based protocols of cooperation and communication).

### 3.1 Foundations and objectives

Our approach is based on the deployment and execution, validation, design support frameworks, and the concepts and the underlying modeling techniques resulting from our recent research on methods design and modeling for communication systems. Different techniques are integrated to transform and refine architectures and validate their conformity to styles in a doubly dynamic context for styles and architectures and at different levels of interaction, with local and distributed coordination. Graph grammars are adopted for characterization of architectural styles and for inter-level refinement, graph transformation for intra-level adaptation, and as visual notations for understanding and verification of reconfiguration.

Our work could extend and exploit the new theories for modeling autonomous interactive mobile and ubiquitous interactive systems. The recent calculus named “Bigraphs” by R. Milner is the reference theoretical framework of algebraic formal techniques, centered on interaction [9]. This calculus unifies approaches based on process algebra and graph-based approaches. It is a promising theory for research activities on the modeling of mobile and ubiquitous mobile interactive systems [1].

New communication systems are now implementing cooperative policies for collaborative communication. They are solving problems of connectivity, reliability and quality of service. This is the case both for communication technologies of the type of mesh networks as well as for routing and data transport networks and in ad hoc networks. Indeed, antennas or communication nodes can act as a relay to communicate information that is not intended for its users. Of the same way, several transport-level connections can cooperate to regularize the flow of information in a group of connections shared by applications on the same machine, or, by one or by a group of applications distributed on several clusters. The model of information producers and consumers, supported cooperatively by intermediaries for communication, is becoming widespread at the various communication levels after having proved itself in the middleware, session and application layers.

Both the theoretical foundations and the technical objectives make our research work is of interest for different collaborative projects we have participated in. Dynamic architectures, as support for reconfiguration and model-driven autonomy, and their application for communication and cooperation constitute one of the common problems to these projects, for different purposes and applications. The scope is important and covers a wide spectrum of use in different fields and for different applications with high autonomy requirements. This is particularly the case for embedded communication systems that constitute for us an area of investigation for the coming years with an application to the systems communicators and embedded software for the field of autonomous connected vehicles.

### 3.2 Implementation

Our objective is to cover the lower and upper architectural levels and to design new protocols based on microservice architectures. This would allow cooperative communication to be exploited to manage the adaptability of communication services. This allows us to answer both the problems of variation in communication resources (more and more present in the new ad hoc and sensor networks) than to the problems of evolution in the application requirements.

For this purpose, different models and solutions need to be elaborated (Fig. 3). This includes: Resources Monitoring & Analysis, Provisioning Planning & Optimization, Adaptive Microservice-based communication protocols, Dynamic Topologies & Architectures, and Cloud-native Algorithms & Applications.

We designed and implemented an analytical framework for monitoring and analyzing QoS of publish/subscribe systems on MANET. Our framework copes with intermittent connectivity frequently occurring in MANET and provides statistical methods allowing detecting QoS degradations affecting links between brokers at the middleware layer [5].

We designed and implemented a model driven methodology that enables the dynamic reconfiguration by generating autonomic architectures from high level descriptions of functional requirements [3]. We have implemented autonomic communication protocols [11] based on micro-protocols.

We have designed and implemented a collaborative framework for communications in M2M wireless networks. This framework is composed of a context-aware and application-aware software platform and a reasoning machine for net-
work management. The software platform uses multi-level adaptation mechanisms to support dynamic collaboration activities [10].

We have designed a Dynamically Reconfigurable Architecture for Autonomic Services able to provide autonomic properties for QoS management in web service-based distributed applications. This architecture has been implemented and experimented successfully with different use cases. It covers the whole cycle of autonomic management including monitoring and analysis of QoS parameters, planning and execution [4].

Our implemented solutions can be viewed as a set of services constituting part of the so-called Autonomic Service Bus (ASB) as described in Fig. 4 and that we can imagine as an integration solution for the discussed issues.

![Figure 3: Autonomic Properties, Models, and entities](image)
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